1. Objectives of this document

The objective of this document is to formally outline the appropriate roles and responsibilities for graduate teaching and research assistants, and their faculty supervisors. The department recognizes that Stipended Graduate Assistants (SGAs) provide valuable services to the University and the Department. SGAs contribute in important ways to the Department’s mission to contribute to the production of cutting edge social science research and provision of high quality education in sociology and anthropology. These activities could not be carried out without the active participation and engagement of the department’s SGAs. As such, SGA’s academic and personal well-being is the department’s top concern.

It is our hope that these guidelines will serve as a framework to develop and shape mutually beneficial relationships among graduate students, their faculty supervisors, and the wider University. These recommendations are designed to complement academic or teaching unit or policies for graduate assistants, as well as to provide additional guidance where needed and appropriate. Our objective is that this document will provide best practices, help clarify expectations and reduce miscommunication, frustration, and dissatisfaction on the part of faculty, graduate students, and the administrative support in the department.

2. Types of Stipended Graduate Assistants and their Duties

A Stipend Graduate Assistant (SGA) is a graduate student who is given financial support, either with tuition remission and a stipend, for work in an academic unit. There are two main types of SGAs: teaching assistants and research assistants. Additional SGA assignments are sometimes given, including editorial assistance for the journal Signs, more examples of which will likely arise in the future.

A teaching assistant (TA) is a graduate assistant whose work primarily involves an instructional assignment. TA responsibilities vary greatly and may include, but are not limited to:

- Giving guest lectures on occasion
- Tutoring individual or small groups of students
- Holding office hours and meeting with students
- Administrative support for the course
- Assisting with the grading of homework or exams or written assignments
- Administering tests or exams
- Assisting a faculty instructor with a large lecture class by teaching students in recitation, laboratory, or discussion sessions
- Helping software users in a computer laboratory

*Finalized version, approved at GC meeting 1/24/18
The specific roles and expectations for TAs should be discussed at the beginning of each semester. TAs should be provided a timely overview of the course syllabus, and adequate notice when they are asked to lead class discussion or run the class – either because the opportunity would be beneficial to the TA or because the faculty member is away. TAs should not be responsible for planning activities for a class session without the help and active involvement of the faculty supervisor. TAs should not be expected to lecture or teach an excessive number of class sessions. It is not the TA’s responsibility to assign final course grades or ensure their accurate reporting to the registrar, although TAs may support the faculty in this process.

A research assistant (RA) is a graduate assistant whose work primarily entails assisting a faculty member or members with academic research. RAs are not independent researchers and are not directly responsible for the outcome of the research. They are responsible to, and report to a research supervisor or principal investigator (PI). RAs’ responsibilities vary greatly and may include, but are not limited to:

- Conducting literature reviews or library research
- Collecting, coding, cleaning or analyzing quantitative, qualitative, or textual data
- Conducting interviews
- Preparing materials for submission to funding agencies and foundations
- Preparing materials for IRB review
- Coding computer programs to automate processes
- Writing reports or designing conference presentations
- Organizing conferences or workshops
- Supervising other team members, including undergraduate research assistants

RAs should carry out all research with the highest degree of scientific integrity. When human subjects are involved, RAs should comply with all of Northeastern’s policies for the protection of human subjects, according to the Northeastern Institutional Review Board (available at: http://www.northeastern.edu/research/hsrp/irb/).

For RAs who contribute to a research project, issues of authorship should be discussed in an open and honest manner between the RA and faculty supervisor. And decisions about authorship should be consistent with the norms and practices in the given subfield.

Additional SGA assignments may include, but are not limited to:

- Provision of administrative support to the Department Chair, Graduate Program Director, or administrative staff
- Serving as an undergraduate advisor, or preceptor, and providing support to the Undergraduate Program Director
- Providing editorial support to an academic journal

In these cases, which fall outside of the more typical TA/RA assignments, active communication between the SGA and faculty supervisor becomes even more important to define the nature and boundaries of the work.
Regardless of the type, all graduate assistantships should be beneficial to both the graduate student and the academic or teaching unit. The unit receives assistance from the supported graduate student and the graduate assistants receives experience and mentorship in research or teaching, which is intended to facilitate professional development. As a general rule, SGA duties should be limited to tasks that benefit both the academic unit and advance the professional development of the graduate student.

It is the expectation of the department, that SGAs and their faculty supervisors meet at the start of each term to discuss the specific duties that will be expected during the period of assignment. Although specific arrangements can be worked out that may entail the blending of RA and TA responsibility, it is a general rule that students with RA assignments should not be responsible for any instructional duties and students with TA assignments should not be responsible for any research duties. In certain cases, an SGA may be assigned both research- and teaching-related duties, but all assignments should be specified clearly at the beginning of the semester.

3. Supervisory Roles for Faculty

Faculty supervisors should treat SGAs with respect-as colleagues-in-training. Faculty members should meet regularly with the SGAs they supervisor to discuss the collective goals for the semester in teaching or research, the SGA’s progress toward these goals, and the ways in which the faculty member will support the student in achieving these goals. Faculty supervisors should serve as mentors, which entails explaining the course design and providing insight on pedagogical choices and teaching philosophy; research aims and project trajectories; and/or perspectives on department service.

When supervising TAs, a faculty members’ responsibilities may include, but are not limited to: providing grading criteria and rubrics for assessment; giving TAs guidance and feedback on course ideas or syllabus drafts; and providing guidance and constructive feedback on guest lectures.

Faculty members supervising RAs should provide guidance and regular feedback all aspects of the work, including grant or fellowship applications, the IRB process, and conference presentations.

Faculty members should recognize that a graduate assistant’s SGA responsibilities are only one part of a student’s workload. As SGA are first and foremost students, they should never be asked to skip a class or delay course assignments. SGA should not be asked to provide personal services for a supervisor.

4. Dates of Employment and Weekly Workloads

All graduate assistantships are either 10 or 20 hours per week for a 14-week semester. Although there may be weekly variation in the workload of a graduate assistant, the workload
should not be too heavy or too light in any week. The dates that a TA can be expected to work are regulated by the academic calendar. If the TA’s assignment is connected to a course, the TA must be ready to start work by the beginning of the semester of the instructional assignment. This might involve a small amount of preparation before the start of the semester. When the TA is finished with all assigned duties for the course, no more work should be expected. All efforts are made to provide graduate students with TA assignments as early as possible. The department will strive to equitably and appropriately assign TA responsibilities to graduate students, bearing in mind students’ year of study, academic interests, and professional goals.

The dates that an RA can be expected to work are regulated by the payroll dates of the assignment and should be discussed and worked out before the assignment begins.

5. University Policies and Additional Resources

Graduate Assistants, faculty supervisors, and academic units are all subject to the rules and regulations of the university. These include, but are not limited to, Northeastern University’s policies on Sexual Harassment and Discrimination, the Student Code of Conduct, and the Graduate Academic Regulations. For a more complete list of regulations and resources about teaching and research, please visit the Office of Graduate Studies website.

6. Procedure for Grievances

SGA appointments usually end at the end of a designated period of appointment. They may also be terminated at any time for reasons, such as for failure to perform the required duties of the position. But in the event that an appointee becomes ineligible for continued appointment through unsatisfactory academic progress, failure to maintain the minimum required credit hours per semester, or through failure to continue enrollment as a student, the appointment may be terminated at any time.

Efforts should be made to resolve concerns informally between the SGA and the Faculty Supervisor. But when issues cannot be resolved informally, the SGA and or faculty supervisor should raise the issues with the Graduate Program Director and/or Department Chair. The Graduate Program Director and Department Chair should be viewed as resources for both the SGA and the faculty member, and can be consulted at any time.

Employment disputes by SGAs are handled according to departmental review policies, recognizing the need for confidentiality, preserving trust, and acknowledging the power differential present in student-faculty relationships. The order of review for employment disputes is as follows:

- the faculty member employing the SGA;
- the Graduate Program Director;
- the Department Chair;
- the Associate Dean for Graduate Affairs